Diagram to show prescribed connections hierarchy for locum doctors
In addition to working as a locum, I have one of the following roles:
I am a postgraduate trainee
I am on a Performers List
I am on the Home Office register of forensic pathologists
I am employed by a designated body

This connection takes
precedence over any
registration with a
Locum Agency

I am employed by a local authority in England
My locum work is through a contract directly with a designated body:
You will not have a connection to a locum agency. Your connection will depend on the type of
contract and whether it is with you as an individual.
I work as a locum only through a locum agency:

I work
only
through
the locum
agencies I
am
registered
with.

In Scotland

The Health Board

I am registered with NHS Professionals
or an agency which participates in the
GPS framework and is based in
England/Wales

NHS Professionals or
the GPS locum agency

I am registered with more than one GPS
framework locum agency

The agency I got most
work from in the
previous calendar year

I am registered only with agencies in
England/Wales which is not part of the
GPS framework

NHS England (AT based
on registered address)
or Health Board

If I am registered with a GPS framework agency outside England/Wales or I am registered with
more than one GPS framework agency and did not work for a GPS agency in the previous calendar
year then I do not have a prescribed connection under the Regulations
In addition to working as a locum, I have one of the following roles (your prescribed connection as a locum
will take precedence over a prescribed connection in one of these roles):
I have practising privileges?
I am a member of Faculty of Pharmaceutical Medicine, Faculty of
Occupational Medicine, Faculty of Public Health, Faculty of Medical
Leadership and Management, Faculty of Homeopathy, British
College of Aesthetic Medicine, Independent Doctors Federation

The connection to
the hospital or body
set out.

I still have no prescribed connection. My revalidation will be through GMC procedures

